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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW
• 2020/21 census round coincident with pandemic

• Importance of accurate and timely small area denominators
• Additional challenges for census-taking – impacts not yet known
– Major impacts on student populations and place of work

• Can model much of this with Population24/7 framework
• Conclusion
• Data acknowledgements
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MAJOR PERTURBATIONS TO POPULATION SYSTEM
• University disruption 2020/21
– (Estimated 10% students at term-time addresses May 2020, 75% May 2021; multiple
policy phases)

• Workplace disruption
– Many fewer workers attending usual place of work, extensive homeworking (varying by
industry and policy phase)

• Many other disruptions, e.g. school attendance
– Schools mostly open but periods of reduced attendance (varying policy phases)
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UK CENSUSES 2021
• Census day in England, Wales and Northern Ireland 21 March 2021 (Scotland
postponed to 2022)
• Census primarily online (target 75% online response), with very encouraging
household response rate (97%)
• University students substantially working online, normal place of residence is termtime address, but many enumerated elsewhere
• Workplace questions made complex by extensive work-at-home restrictions,
furlough and Covid-19 isolation: large and differential increases in working from
home

• March 2021: unique circumstances, unlikely to be representative of “new normal”
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CENSUS WORKPLACE
QUESTIONS
• Too late to alter questions
before Census day (set in
census legislation and
paper questionnaires
printed)
• Covid-specific online
guidance issued

• Esp. focus on usual
workplace and student
usual residence questions
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POPULATION24/7 FEATURES
• Input populations of all residential
locations (e.g. census output areas)
• Estimated population ‘capacity’ for
every location (e.g. workplaces,
universities, schools, hospitals, etc.)

• Time profiles of population present
relative to capacity
• Reallocation of population across all
locations and activities at a target time

• Separate estimation for population subgroups (e.g. age) and seasons (e.g.
educational term-time)

Martin, D., Cockings, S., & Leung, S. (2015).
Developing a flexible framework for
spatiotemporal population modeling. Annals of
the Association of American Geographers, 105(4),
754-772 doi: 10.1080/00045608.2015.1022089
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LOCATION DATA AND TIME
PROFILES
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COVID-19 ERA POPULATION ACTIVITY: OFFICIAL SOURCES
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POPULATION24/7 COVID-19 WORKFLOW
• Update modelled population to latest available (2019 mid-year, small area
estimates)
• Estimate student population ratios: term-time/non term-time from 2011 census; rescale attendance rates (22 Mar 2021)
• Re-scale time profiles by estimated attendance rates

– School attendance by age group (22 Mar 2021)
– Working hours by industry from official survey data (2021)
– Unemployed/working from home remain at residential locations

• Run model for first weekday after census day (22 March 2021) – Hampshire study
area
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APRIL 2021 DAYTIME
POPULATION
ESTIMATE (ALL AGES)
• 2019 small area population
estimates

• 2021 prison population data
• 2021 estimated student
addresses
• 2020 hours and place of work
survey data
• 2021 school attendance data
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2021-11 DAYTIME
COMPARISON (18-64)
• Blue – increase by more than 5
• Red – decrease by more than 5
• (Inset – Southampton centre)
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2021-11 DAYTIME
COMPARISON (18-64)
• Blue – increase by more than 100
• Red – decrease by more than 100
• (Inset – Southampton centre)
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2021-11 DAYTIME
COMPARISON (18-64)
(2021-2011)/(2021+2011)
• Blue – 0 < 1

• Red – -1< 0
• (Inset –
Southampton

centre)
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CONCLUSION
• Modelled workday daytime population as proxy for census enumerated workplace
population
• Widespread increases in suburban and residential areas; decreases (sometimes
large) in town centres, student accommodation and business areas – varies by
industrial structure

• Localised changes due to unique distribution of higher education students
• These model parameters based on updateable survey data
• Advance insights for planning census workplace zones – dependent on size of
workplace population in each local area
• Provides potential framework for estimating “new normal” as population
parameters change based on new census data post-2022
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YOUR QUESTIONS

